In this paper we consider probabilistic normed spaces as defined by Alsina, Sklar and Schweizer, but equipped with non necessarily continuous triangle functions. Such spaces endow a generalized topology of type V D (in the sense of Fréchet), which is translation-invariant and countably generated by radial and circled 0-neighborhoods. We show that in fact all such generalized topologies are induced by appropriate probabilistic norms. The proof is based on an analogous result for probabilistic metrics due to Höhle.
Introduction
Probabilistic normed spaces (briefly, PN spaces) were first defined byŠerstnev in the early sixties (see [20] ), deriving to a fruitful theory concordant with the theory of ordinary normed spaces. In [3] Alsina, Schweizer, and Sklar gave a quite general definition of PN space, based on the definition of Menger's betweenness in probabilistic metric spaces [19, p. 232]. Many interesting results for these more general PN spaces have been recently achieved in [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [11] .
In this paper we consider PN spaces (V, ν, τ, τ * ) as in [3] but with τ and τ * non necessarily continuous (these assumptions were made in [3] in order to enjoy "good" topological properties). For technical reasons we sometimes permit that τ and τ * are non necessarily associative; we call such spaces pre-PN spaces. Our interest on pre-PN spaces is originally motivated by the following problem, suggested by Höle after the work done in [15] : Problem 1.1 Compare D-boundedness and boundedness in the PN spaces (V, ν, τ, τ * ),
with τ non necessarily continuous.
Recall from [15] that a nonempty set A in a PN space (V, ν, τ, τ * ) is said to be distributionally bounded or D-bounded if its probabilistic radius R A , given by
belongs to D + (i.e. lim x→∞ R A (x) = 1). This definition obviously extends to pre-PN spaces, since it does not involve either τ or τ * .
Every pre-PN space is a probabilistic semi-metric space (V, F, τ ), where F p,q := ν p−q . Therefore, ν induces on V a generalized topology of type V D which is Fréchet-separable, translation-invariant and countably generated by the θ-neighborhoods (θ is the origin of V ):
N θ (1/m) := {p : ν p (1/m) > 1 − 1/m}, where m ≥ 1, m ∈ N. According to this topological setting, a subset A ⊂ V is bounded if for every m ≥ 1, there is a finite set A 1 ⊆ A and a natural number k ≥ 1 such that
where here
Whenever τ is continuous and associative, it is known that the associated generalized topology is a topology, called the strong topology, which is in fact metrizable. If furthermore this topology is topologically vectorial, then a subset is bounded if and only if for every m ≥ 1, there is a natural number k ≥ 1 such that
An example in [15] shows that even for normable PN spaces bounded subsets and Dbounded subsets do not coincide. It is known that they do coincide for instance for topological vectorŠerstnev PN spaces ( [15, Theorem 2.3] ). In fact, forŠerstnev spaces which are not topologically vectorial, D-bounded subsets are bounded, but the converse might fail as we illustrate with Example 7.8. More generally, we show in Theorem 7.7 that a subset A in a φ-Šerstnev pre-PN space is D-bounded if and only if satisfies condition (3), thus D-bounded subsets are bounded (in the sense of (2)). Here, φ is any given non decreasing left-continuous function φ : [0, ∞] → [0, ∞] with φ(0) = 0, φ(∞) = ∞ and φ(x) > 0, for x > 0, and lim x→∞ φ(x) = ∞. A φ-Šerstnev space is a pre-PN space (V, ν, τ, τ * ) that satisfies the following generalizedŠerstnev condition:
, for all x ∈ R + , p ∈ V and λ ∈ R \ {0}.
Whenever φ is bijective, φ-Šerstnev spaces are precisely the φ-transforms ofŠerstnev spaces. According to this pattern α-simple spaces are φ-transforms of simple spaces, where φ(
We have proved other results. Let us give a short description of some of them as explaining how the paper is organized.
In Section 2 we recall some basic definitions and some known facts on PN spaces including the concepts ofŠerstnev space, Menger space, α-simple space induced by a normed space, PM space, the associated generalized topology (specifying two cases: metrizable or not), topological vector groups and topological vector spaces.
Section 3 is devoted to metrizable PN spaces (which is the case if τ is continuous and associative). In Proposition 3.2 we show that F -norms on a vector space V correspond to PN spaces (V, ν, τ M , M) with ν p = ε g(p) for some function g : V → R + . We observe that in fact all metrizable and topological vector PN spaces are F -normable (see Theorem 3.4). Thus Höhle's problem motivates the following unsolved problem:
Problem 3.7 Determine the class of all TV PN spaces (V, ν, τ, τ * ) where D-bounded and bounded subsets coincide.
We also observe that locally convex, topological vector PN spaces are bornological (Proposition 3.12) which allows in particular to determine continuous linear operators between such PN spaces in terms of bounded subsets.
Section 4 is devoted to pre-PN spaces with τ non necessarily continuous. We prove Theorem 4.2 which is basically a Höhle's result from [7] adapted to PN spaces. In particular, we show that every Fréchet-separable, translation-invariant, generalized topology of type V D which is countably generated by radial and circled θ-neighborhoods is probabilisticly normable, not in a unique way.
In Section 5 we define φ-transforms of pre-PN spaces and describe how the property of being a TV space, as well as the D-boundedness and boundedness are preserved under these transformations. We calculate in Theorem 5.5 the φ-transform of a Menger space. We see in Section 6 that α-simple spaces are φ-transforms of simple spaces, where φ(x) = x 1/α . This allows to obtain as corollaries some results from [14] , and also complete the results in [8] and [15] about linear operators between some particular PN spaces. Finally, in Section 7 we prove our results concerning φ-Šertstnev spaces. In particular, we give a characterization of φ-Šerstnev spaces and α-Šerstnev spaces (see propositions 7.3 and 7.4). We show in Theorem 7.6 that a φ-Šerstnev space is a TV space if and only if ν(V ) ⊆ D + . Theorem 7.7 establishes the relationship between D-boundedness and boundedness for φ-Šerstnev pre-PN spaces, non necessarily TV spaces. A PN space (respectively, a pre-PN space) is a quadruple (V, ν, τ, τ * ) in which V is a vector space over the field R of real numbers, the probabilistic norm ν is a mapping from V into ∆ + , τ and τ * are (respectively, non necessarily associative) triangle functions such that the following conditions are satisfied for all p, q in V (we use ν p instead of ν(p)):
(N1) ν p = ε 0 if and only if p = θ, where θ denotes the null vector in V .
If, instead of (N1), we only have ν θ = ε 0 , then we shall speak of a (pre-) probabilistic pseudo normed space, briefly a (pre-) PPN space. A Menger PN space (respectively, Menger pre-PN) under a t-norm T is a PN space (respectively, pre-PN space) of the form (V, ν, τ T , τ T * ). Recall that a map T :
] is a t-norm if it is commutative, associative, nondecreasing in each variable, and has 1 as identity. Then, τ T is defined as τ T (F, G)(x) := sup{T (F (s), G(t)) : s+t = x}, and τ T * (F, G)(x) := inf{T * (F (s), G(t)) : s + t = x}, where T * is defined as T * (x, y) := 1 − T (1 − x, 1 − y). Note that if T is left-continuous then τ T is a triangle function [19, p. 100 ], although it is not necessary (e.g. if Z is the minimum t-norm, defined as Z(x, 1) = Z(1, x) = x and 0, Z(x, y) = 0, elsewhere, then τ T is a triangle function). AŠerstnev (pre-) PN space is a (pre-) PN space (V, ν, τ, τ * ) where ν satisfies the followingŠerstnev condition:
It turns out that (Š) is equivalent to have (N2) and
for all p ∈ V and λ ∈ [0, 1] (see [3, Theorem 1] ), where M is the t-norm defined as M(x, y) = min{x, y}. Therefore, condition (N4) is satisfied for every τ * such that τ M ≤ τ * .
In this sense, If (V, ν, τ, τ * ) is aŠerstnev PN space then (V, ν, τ, τ M ) is a "better" structure than (V, ν, τ, τ * ). This motivates the following partial order relation (cf. Section 8.7 of [19] ).
is better than another pre-PN space (V, ν, τ 2 , τ * 2 ), with the same V and ν, if the following hold for all p, q ∈ V and λ ∈ [0, 1]:
2.2 α-simple spaces induced by normed spaces
In fact, when the image of ν lies in
we obtain the link with F -norms in the sense of [18] (see Proposition 3.1).
Example 2.3 Let (V, || ||) be a normed space, G ∈ ∆ + be different from ε 0 and ε ∞ , and
The triple (V, G; α) is called the α-simple space generated by (V, ||·||) and G. 
, for some L (see Proposition 6.1).
The (generalized) strong topology induced by ν
Let (V, ν, τ, τ * ) be a PN space (with τ non necessarily continuous). By defining
we obtain a probabilistic semi-metric space (V, F, τ ); thus the results described in [19, Section 12] can be used in our case.
Recall that a probabilistic metric space (briefly, a PM space) is a triple (S, F, τ ) where S is a non-empty set, F is a map from S × S into ∆ + , called the probabilistic metric, and τ is a triangle function, such that:
When only (M1) and (M2) are required, it is called a probabilistic semi-metric space (briefly, PSM space). Every PSM space has associated the strong neighborhood system N = p∈S N p , where N p = {N p (t) : t > 0} and
A countable base at p is given by
, then δ is a semi-metric on S (i.e. it may not satisfy the triangle inequality), and the neighborhood
Clearly p ∈ N for every N ∈ N p , and the intersection of two strong neighborhoods at p is a strong neighborhood at p. This yields on S a generalized topology of type V D in the sense of Fréchet; see more details in Section 4. If we further assume that τ is continuous, then this generalized topology is in fact a topology (i.e. it satisfies that for every N ∈ N p and q ∈ N, there is a N ′ ∈ N q such that
This topology is called the strong topology. Because of (M1) (or (N1) in the case of PN spaces) it follows that this topology is Hausdorff. Since it is first-numerable and uniformable, one has that it is metrizable. Metrizable PN spaces and its relation with F -norms is treated in Section 3. For a PN space (V, ν, τ, τ
e. the generalized topology is invariant under translations. Thus the base of θ-neighborhoods {N θ (1/n) : n ∈ N} determines completely the associated generalized topology. Note also that the semimetric
TV groups and TV spaces
Recall that a vector space endowed with a topology, is a topological vector space (briefly, a TV space) if both the addition + : V ×V → V and multiplication by scalars η : R×V → V are continuous. If only the addition is assumed to be continuous then V is a topological group; if furthermore η is continuous at the second place, then it is called a topological vector group (briefly, a TV group). In [4] the authors showed that PN spaces with τ continuous, are topological vector groups. We quote this result for further reference.
is a TV space if and only if the scalar multiplication map η is continuous at the first place (i.e. for every fixed
The following conditions to have a TV space are sufficient (see Theorem 4 and remarks after Theorem 5 in [4] ):
is continuous, and τ * Archimedean on ν(V ).
ForŠerstnev PN spaces Theorem 2.4 yields the following known characterization (see [17] ):
We will prove an extension of this characterization in Theorem 7.6 below.
3 Metrizable PN spaces
F -normable and normable PN spaces
Recall that an F -norm on a vector space V is a map g : 
, with a > 0. (The problem arises with the unbounded functions whose F -norm is exactly 1.) F -normed spaces which are TV spaces are paranormed spaces in the sense of [22, Section 4] .
Of course, different F -norms may induce the same metric-topology. For instance, if
, where α > 0, are F -norms which induce the same topology as ||·||.
Condition (ii) above implies ||−p||=||p||. This observation and the fact that τ M (ε a , ε b ) = ε a+b yield easily the following correspondence between F -norms and certain PN spaces.
Note that M is the maximal triangle function, so (V, ε g , τ M , M) could not be the best PN structure for a given F -norm g (indeed, if g is a norm then (V, ν, τ M , τ M ) is better). So in this sense PN structures stratify all possible F -norms on a given vector space, depending on the triangle functions employed. . Let τ and τ * be two (non necessarily associative) triangle functions. 
2
In fact it is also a paranormed space. The above theorem is easy to check in the following case:
Example 3.5 Let (V, ||·||, G) be a simple space with G ∈ ∆ + , and let ν p (x) = G(x/ ||p||).
If G ∈ D + and strictly increasing then the associated strong topology is ||·||-normable (cf.
[17, Theorem 9]). Note that if G ∈ D + then the strong topology is discrete (therefore a TV group, but not a TV space).
Normability of PN spaces has been recently studied in [17] . The following criterium establishes when a metrizable PN space is normable (it is based on a result due to Kolmogorov [10] , see [21, p. Proof. Indeed, for every p ∈ V , the map R → V , given by λ → λp, is continuous. Proof. Suppose that A is not D-bounded, then lim x→∞ R A (x) = 1, hence this limit must be 0. Hence, for every k ≥ 1 there exists a p k ∈ A such that ε g(p k ) (k) = 0. This implies g(p k ) ≥ k for all k ≥ 1, and therefore g(A) is unbounded. The converse can be proved similarly. For the second affirmation observe that every F -normed space (V, g) is homeomorphic to an F -normed space (V, g ′ ) with g
) is an F -norm equivalent to g. This tells us that D-bounded subsets are not preserved under homeomorphisms in general. Another open problem related to problem 1.1 is the following one. 
Bornological PN spaces
A locally convex TV space E is bornological if every circled, convex subset A ⊂ E that absorbs every bounded set in E is a neighborhood of θ. On the other hand, a generalized uniformity on S is a filter on S × S such that every V ∈ U contains the diagonal {(p, p) ∈ S}, and for all V ∈ U, we have that V −1 := {(q, p) : (p, q) ∈ V } also belongs to U. Elements of U are called vicinities. Every generalized uniformity U induces a generalized topology as follows: for p ∈ S,
A uniformity U is called Hausdorff-separated if the intersection of all vicinities is the diagonal on S. It was shown by Höhle that every Fréchet-separable generalized topology is derivable from a Hausdorff-separable generalized uniformity U in the sense of (6) (see [7, Theorem 1] ). Assume now that S is a vector space over R. A generalized topology (U p ) p∈S on S is said to be invariant under translations or translation-invariant if for all U ∈ U p and q ∈ S, we have q + U ∈ U p+q . Consequently, a translation-invariant generalized topology is uniquely determined by the neighborhood system U θ at the origin θ of S. In this case, the generalized uniformity from which we can derived the generalized topology is given by:
If a θ-neighborhood U satisfies −U = U we say that it is radial; if λU ⊂ U for all |λ|≤ 1 we say that it is circled (or balanced). Proof. Every pre-PN space (S, ν, τ, τ * ) has associated a probabilistic semi-metric space (S, F, τ ), where F p,q := ν p−q . One has that F is invariant under translations, therefore the induced generalized topology (U p ) p∈S which is given by
is translation-invariant. By (N1) we have that this generalized topology is Fréchet-separable (as in the case of PM spaces). The countable base of θ-neighborhoods is {{q | ν p−q (
} : n ∈ N}, whose elements are clearly radial and circled, by axioms (N2) and (N4), respectively. 2 Note that the generalized topology induced by a pre-PN space (S, ν, τ, τ * ) is derivable from the following generalized uniformity:
which is translation-invariant and has a countable filter base of radial and circled vicinities. Adapting the methods in [7] , we next show that a converse result holds for such generalized topologies (or generalized uniformities).
Let (U p ) p∈S be a Fréchet-separated, generalized topology of type V D on a vector space S, which is invariant under translation. Then, there is a unique translation-invariant, Hausdorff-separated, generalized uniformity, which is defined as follows
Thus in our case, Theorem 3 in [7] , has the following form.
Theorem 4.2 Let T be a fixed t-norm such that sup 0≤x<1 T (x, x) < 1. Suppose that T (x, y) ≤ xy, whenever x, y < δ, for some δ > 0. A translation-invariant, Fréchet-separated, generalized topology (U p ) p∈S on a real vector space S is derivable from a Menger PN space (S, ν, τ T , τ T * ), if and only U θ admits a countable base of radial and circled subsets.
Proof. The direct implication is already shown above. For the converse, let B = {V n | n ∈ N} be a countable filter base for U θ , consisting on radial and circled θ-neighborhoods.
. We can assume that
In order to define ν, we first recall from [7, Theorem 2] the definition of the distribution functions F n : (2N 0 (n + 1) ) :
We use the F n 's to define ν p for p ∈ S (where ν p = F p,θ in [7, Theorem 2]):
We next check that (S, ν, τ T , τ T * ) is a PN space. Axiom (N1) holds because the generalized topology is Fréchet-separable. (N2) holds because all V n 's are radial. (N3) holds as in [7] :
Finally, for (N4): Let p ∈ V n and λ ∈ [0, 1]. Then, λp and (1 − λ)p are also in V n , because V n is circled. For x = r + s, we have to show that
Suppose first that r and s ≥ 1. Let a, b, c ∈ N such that a < r ≤ a + 1, b < s ≤ b + 1, and c < r + s ≤ c + 1. Then,
By the properties of T it follows that
In the third line we have used that the arguments of T are smaller than 1/N 0 , thus we can apply T (x, y) ≤ xy. Then, we obtain ν p ≤ τ T * (ν λp , ν (1−λp) ) as desired. The inequality for the other possible values of r and s, is checked in a similar way. We conclude that (S, ν, τ T , τ T * ) is a Menger PN space under T . It only rests to show that the generalized topology induced by ν is the same as the one given at the beginning. As in [7] , we have by construction that
.
Thus, the filter base {p ∈ S | ν p (
} induced by ν is equivalent to B, hence the proof is finished.
2 Remark 4.3 Instead of assuming T (x, y) ≤ xy near the origin, one could assume that T is Archimedean near the origin (i.e. there is a δ > 0 such that 0 < T (x, x) < x, for all 0 < x < δ). In that case, the distribution function F n can be chosen as:
where z = 1/(N 0 (n + 1)), T 1 (x, y) = T (x, y) and recursively T r (x, y) = T (T r−1 (x, y), T r−1 (x, y)).
5 φ-transforms on PN spaces Sometimes, the probabilistic norms ν and ν ′ of two given (pre-) PN spaces satisfy ν ′ = νφ for some φ ∈ M, non necessarily bijective. Let φˆbe the (unique) quasi-inverse of φ which is left-continuous. Recall from [19, p. 49 ] that φˆis defined by φˆ(0) = 0, φˆ(∞) = ∞ and φˆ(t) = sup{u : φ(u) < t}, for all 0 < t < ∞. It follows that φˆ(φ(x)) ≤ x and φ(φˆ(y)) ≤ y for all x and y. For example, if ν p = ε g(p) for some function g :
One has the following (which generalizes Theorem 4 in [2] ): Proof. We have that φ(x) > 0, for all x > 0. Hence, for each m ∈ N there is an n ∈ N, with n ≥ m such that φ(1/m) > 1/n. Thus, for every p ∈ V satisfying ν p (1/n) > 1 − n, we have ν (
If (V, ν, τ, τ * ) is a given pre-PN space and φ ∈ M , we can consider the composite ν ′ := νφ from V into ∆ + . Clearly, ν ′ satisfies (N1) and (N2). We can consider the
, where τ φ is given by
and τ * φ is defined in a similar way. The quadruple (V, νφ, τ φ , (τ * ) φ ) is called the φ-transform of (V, ν, τ, τ * ). 
then L ∈ L. Given a continuous t-norm T , one can consider the triangle functions τ T,L and τ T * ,L which are defined in [19, 7.2 ]. An easy calculation yields the following result:
Note that this is a Menger space under T if and only if φ(x) = kx for some constant k ∈ R \ 0 (cf. [12, Section 6]).
6 α-simple PN spaces
As we have seen in Example 2.3, the way to produce a Menger PN space under M from a simple space (V, ||·||, G) does not need any assumption on the distribution function G; This was Theorem 2.1 in [14] . However, in the case of α-simple spaces, some restrictions on G are required in order to obtain the structure of Menger PN space under a certain t-norm T G (see Section 3 in [14] ). We next justify these apparently artificial restrictions, and obtain Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [14] as corollaries. This will be a consequence of the following proposition which is Theorem 5.5, with φ(x) = x 1/α .
Suppose that G is strictly increasing and continuous. Consider the t-norm T G defined as follows:
Corollary 6.2 Let (V, G, α) be an α-simple space, where G is an strictly increasing continuous distribution function, and α > 1.
Proof. Let τ = τ T G . Using the above proposition, we have only to show that
, for all p, q ∈ V and λ ∈ (0, 1). More generally, the φ-transform of aŠerstnev PN space is a φ-Šerstnev pre-PN space, if φ is bijective. This yields the following characterization for φ-Šerstnev pre-PN spaces. Proof. By [19, Section 7.7] , taking quasi-inverses we have that
By definition of L, this is equivalent to φν pˆ= φν λpˆ+ φν (1−λ)pˆ. Taking again quasiinverses, we obtain ν p φ −1 = τ M (ν λp φ −1 , ν (1−λ)p φ −1 ). This condition together with (N2) is equivalent to theŠerstnev condition for νφ. 2 For α-Šerstnev spaces one also has a slightly different characterizing formula.
for every λ ∈ [0, 1] and for every p ∈ V , so that (8) holds easily.
Conversely, suppose that (N2) and (8) Proof. If φ is bijective we can use Corollary 5.2 (i), and Theorem 2.5 to get the result. Suppose then that φ is non bijective. If ν maps V into D + , then, for every x > 0 and every sequence {α n } converging to 0, one has:
as n tends to +∞ (we use the fact that lim y→∞ φˆ(y) = ∞), whence the assertion. Conversely, suppose that V is a TV space and let p ∈ V . For every n ≥ 1, let x n = φˆ(nφ(1)). Then, for all p ∈ V , ν p (x n ) = ν p (φˆ(nφ(1)) = ν p φˆ φ(1) 1/n = ν p/n (1) −→ 1.
The last term converges to 1 because V is a TV space. Therefore, ν p (x) → 1 whenever x tends to infinity, as desired. 2 A remarkable result in [15] is Theorem 2.3, where it is shown that in aŠerstnev space that is a TV space, a subset is D-bounded if and only if it is bounded. We extend this result to φ-Šerstnev spaces in the following theorem with almost the same proof. (Note that the implicit assumption in [15] that they are TV spaces is not necessary at all for the first part.) The restriction to TV spaces generalizes Theorem 5 in [17] .
